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(U)Defense Special Missile and Astronautics Center 
(DEFSMAC) 

(U//fi'OUO) A U.S. Department of Defense "Operations Center" at NSA, little known to 
the public at large, serves at the forefront of the U.S. missile defense and has done so since 
1964. During April of 1964, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara signed a DoD 
Directive establishing the Defense Special Missile and Astronautics Center -- known then 
as Defense/SMAC. The Soviet Union had been test- firing military missiles since shortly 
after World War II and had launched the first earth satellite in 1957. Many elements of the 
DoD were trying to collect COMINT (under NSA authority), RADINT (under DIA 
authority), and ELINT signals (which then included telemetry) under many authorities. 
(There was not much PHOTINT available in these early days.) Defense Department top 
management believed that there needed to be better coordination of all the efforts and 
thereforeestablished Defense/SMAC, to be housed at NSA and staffed by both NSA and 
DIA personnel. 

(Sh'SI~ The SIG INT Missile and Astronautics Center (SMAC) at NSA had been following 
the COMINT signals associated with the missile test ranges and satellite launch facilities 
for years. This was the only reliable way to alert the various intelligence platforms (land, 
sea, and air) that an event was imminent. The SMAC formed the foundation of 
Defense/SMAC. Mr. Charles Tevis from NSA was named as the first director, and Colonel 
Max Mitchell, USAF, from DIA, the deputy director. Defense/SMAC not only alerted 
intelligence collectors of impending events using all-source information, but also issued 
initial analytic reports on the all-source intelligence data collection on behalf of all of 
DoD. During 1964 there were about 100 foreign missile and space launches for 
DEFSMAC to worry about. 
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~ Als~ i~ #1e early 196Qs, NSA completed a plan that called for several new and/or 
improved telemetry c()llection facilities called the SPA COL short for Space Collection) 
Program, and had receive dollars (over in today's dollars) to 
build the acility.Thel lsites 

an t e asto co ect te emetry rom v1et eep space 
probe's '. The SeryiceCryptol9gicAgencies (SCA.s}andmilitary clepartments were also 
aggressiv~lydev~loping oth~rJand; sea, arid air platforms to collect RADINT (now part of 
MA$INT}; PHOTINT, and other ELINT signals from the missiles and satellites._T_h_;;e _ __,...,......---
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North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) was the focal point for the 
RADfNT results, and NSA was the focal point for all the SIGINT activity and results. 

1'Sj.One of the most valuable sources of data on test missile firings and satellite launches 
comes from the telemetry signals usually present on the missiles and boosters that send 
satellites into space. Until 1971, telemetry was considered ELINT. However, in 1971 the 
DoD Directive clarifying NSA's responsibilities defined SIGINT as comprising COMINT, 
ELINT and TELINT; thus it became quite clear that NSA was the DoD authority for all of 
these disciplines. By 1970 there were about 400 foreign missile and space launches each 
year to keep DEFSMAC busy. (Sometime during the 1970s Defense/SMAC was shortened 
to DEFSMAC, pronounced "deaf-smack.") 

~In the early 1980s the term TELINT (telemetry intelligence) was broadened to include 
other key signals that also describe missile/space events and was renamed Foreign 
Instrumentation Signals Intelligence (FISINT). This did not affect DEFSMAC operations. 

DoD 
~Another key role played by DEFSMAC is in Joint Chiefs ofStaffQGS)operatiqn~ . ~.'· : ' :; >"(b)(1) 
directed against foreign missile/space activities.Fortheseeverits tliel(:Sassemb)es · / oGA 

I lconection pfat:rorms when a f()!~ign targ¢.tn~tio#f rres amissile // . 
into international waters. These operationsarenonttallyrecotrimendedbf DEFSMAC, , 
which then often deploys I .. / / // / ·./ J-0t6ordinat~t.be overall operation. The ~ 
results can be spectaculafm termsofmformatton gained 

Sometimes the gain is l1~ex ected as whenit1-----------··• i--__ ..__ __ ..., 

inadvertently 

------------~ cf collect foreign missile information. Operations / 
involvin esulted in 

missiles. DEFSMAC was staffed by ove . eople and had communications circuits to 
overOloFations, primarily to collection facilities and to recipients of the DEFSMAC 
initial analysisreports. Many of these circuits went direct!~ !that 
participated in the SIQINT aspects of operations and analysis because of their uni ue 
collection ca abilities. In 1982 DEFSMAC was instrumental 
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'('Sh's-11 Also in the 1980s,j 
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I A ioint team was formed between DEFSMAC and the Group 
I 

u 
was located in DEFSMAC and provided much valuable intelligence on the.I 
artdlate 

and the I ~this effort ended. 

~During 1990 there werel ~orei ri missile tests and s ace launches. Man 
countries around the world were involved 

T11.eGµ.lfWarin 1991 againgave 
DEFSMAC a chance to shine wit to 
the U.S. theater command battle staffs, enabling U.S. forces to impleirientJJ.pthprotection 
and Countermeasures ... .. ·>' f I b I I 1 I 
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brought fame to DEFSMAC. Extensive! land announced by 
DEFSMAC. This allowed a JCS operation to be carefijHyplanned and executed. It also 

\ nrovjded an onnorhmitv to use 1mjau: l:at~n5 ®~~.o.~~:~t~:o:;~~i~~~:Le of tJe 

_ twas etermined that this was a space launch effort 

~In 2001 DEFSMACteported on oveQoreign missile firings and space launches 
and issued almos~ / reports on that activity. With increased automation, there are now 
only I jNSA and DIA people directly assigned to the Center, but there are many 
others at NSA, DIA, and around the world that directly support the DEFSMAC mission. 
This year the DoD plans to update the 1964 directive that established DEFSMAC and 
revalidate the DEFSMAC with increased responsibilities and a minor name change 
("Aerospace" will replace "Astronautics,"subject to SecDef approval). 

(U/FOUO) In 1997 DEFSMAC got a new home. Since 1966, the Center had been located 
on the second floor of the Operations 1 building, just down the hall from the original 
NSOC. While it had been modernized several times, it was in need of a major renovation 
and reconfiguration. Space was foundl ~and anew center wa~)(3)-P.L. 86-36 

created from the ground up. Operations were moved to the new location in 1997, and in 
early 1998 the new Center was dedicated to Mr. Charles Tevis, the first Center director. 
The brass plaque inscription reads, "His vision is our reality today and our inspiration for 
tomorrow." 

[(Ul~ .... I ______ I Center for Cryptologic History, 97Z:-2893s~._ _ ___,~nsa] 
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